This paper examines a method to control adaptively the structural vibration intensity in a beam. An algorithm is developed to estimate the total, instantaneous structural intensity, using finite-difference techniques. In addition, algorithms based on the filtered-x least-mean-squares algorithm are developed to adaptively control the intensity. To investigate the effectiveness of adaptive control of structural intensity, a number of control actuator/error sensor configurations are used. Adaptive control is implemented at resonance and off-resonance frequencies, and the performance is evaluated by means of a separate accelerometer located in the structural far field. Experimental results demonstrate several trends. First, controlling the acceleration is considerably more effective when the error sensor is located in the far field rather than in the near field. Furthermore, controlling acceleration is more effective than controlling intensity, when the error sensors are in the far field. Conversely, when the error sensors are in the near field, the attenuation achieved by controlling intensity is comparable to or greater than that achieved by controlling acceleration.
This paper develops an active control method designed to minimize the structural intensity associated with bending waves in a structure. The method is applicable to applications where the vibration that propagates in a structure is to be minimized. Another possible application involves controlling radiation from structures where the source is coupled to the radiating structure by a defined structural path. In such a case, controlling the structural intensity through this path will also minimize the resulting radiation.
I. CALCULATION OF INTENSITY

A. Description of intensity
The instantaneous structural intensity associated with bending waves in a beam is given at any point as the sum of two terms, which will be referred to as the force term and the moment term. The force term is given by the product of the shear force and transverse velocity and can be expressed as
where F is the shear force, v is the transverse velocity, E is Young's modulus, I is the area moment of inertia, and •(x,t) is the transverse displacement of the beam. The moment term is given by the product of the bending moment and rotational velocity, and can be expressed as mll=-Ei Ox 20x Or'
where M is the moment and 11 is the rotational velocity. Thus the total instantaneous intensity can be expressed as
To gain a greater understanding of some of the control issues, it will be useful to investigate briefly the timeaveraged intensity. To this end, consider the problem of controlling the energy propagating in an infinite beam, with an excitation force, Fn ejøøt, located at x=0, and a complex con- 
where k is the flexural wave number. For simplicity, internal structural losses have been neglected in this formulation. 
In order to determine the desired control, the time-averaged intensity is minimized with respect to the real and imaginary components of the control force, leading to the optimal control force Pc = -Fn e-jkz.
It can be seen that the optimal control force is equal in magnitude to the primary force, with an appropriate phase shift to guarantee force cancellation at the control source location. If, however, the point x 0 is far removed from L, such that k(xo-L)>> 1, the control force reduces to Pc = --e-jkLFn . 
Substituting this into
In order to evaluate this expression for structural intensity, the various time and space derivatives of the acceleration at position 3 must be estimated. 
II. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
This section briefly describes the algorithms used to implement the control systems investigated. Both system identification and control are performed adaptively in real time and will be discussed briefly. The projection algorithm is used for system identification, and the filtered-x leastmean-squares algorithm is used to update the control filters.
A. System identification
The algorithm used for system identification is the projection algorithm or the normalized least-mean-squares (NLMS) algorithm. In this application of the algorithm, there is assumed to be one error sensor, measuring the error signal, e(rn), where rn is a discrete time index. The system identification algorithm estimates the transfer functions correlating the reference input signal and the control signals to this error signal. This method for updating the system identification vectors has been described earlier. 
The optimal solution for the control filter vector is taken to be the solution that minimizes the mean-squared-error signal. The filtered-x algorithm is a steepest descent algorithm based on the concept of updating the control filter coefficients according to the negative of the gradient with respect to the filter coefficients of the mean-squared error, so that the control filters converge to the optimal solution in an iterative manner. The mean-squared error is approximated by the in- 
where/x=2p•0 is a parameter chosen to ensure convergence and stability, and R(m) is the filtered-x reference signal, obtained by convolving the input reference signal with the control path transfer function. One should note that the error signal used for system identification, e(m), is also the acceleration; that is, e(m)=e(m)=a3(m).
The two error signals are the same in this case because the filtered quantity that the system identification algorithm is trying to model, R, corresponds to the same acceleration that the control algorithm is trying to minimize.
C. Control of intensity
The intensity control application of the filtered-x algorithm is not as straightforward as the acceleration control. This is because the total, instantaneous intensity is already a quadratic quantity in W, unlike the acceleration. This can be seen in that 
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The system description is divided into two parts: the structure being controlled and the control system imple- 
IV. RESULTS
This section presents some of the experimental results that were obtained using various active control configurations. There are two items that should be noted. The first is that for convenience in examining the following frequency domain plots, the vertical divisions are placed at multiples of the driving frequency. The second is that, because of limits of the output board, the intensity and error function signals are scaled to avoid clipping while realizing the resolution potential of the D/A converter. This scaling of the signals is invariant within a given setup/frequency permutation. The result is that specific values are compared within a setup/ frequency permutation; however, only relative reductions are to be compared otherwise.
There are several aspects of the control results examined. First, we discuss the method of controlling acceleration, which works significantly better with the error sensor positioned relatively far from, rather than relatively near to, With the error sensor positioned relatively near to the control actuators, the theory presented above indicates that the intensity control should outperform the acceleration control. The results obtained over the range of configurations tested are not conclusive, but seem to indicate that it is possible to obtain improved attenuation using intensity control. that may contribute to these difficulties. Some of these trends and problems will be identified below. One problem associated with intensity control is that of frequency dependence, in that the control scheme tends to work better at higher frequencies. It is thought that this occurs because the error function has a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at these higher frequencies. tracted to give an approximation of the time derivatives. The closer these signals are to being equal, the more processing error will be introduced into the derivative approximation. Thus sampling the lower-frequency signals at a relatively high sampling frequency ensures that the successive samples are closer to being equal in value and leads to larger errors. The sampling frequency here was chosen to be 8 kHz, which works quite well for the higher frequencies, but not as well for the lower frequencies (<300 Hz).
A final contribution to the frequency dependence concerns the structural wavelength relative to the error sensor location and beam length. One should recall that a + x traveling wave is assumed in the development of the intensity error functions. At lower frequencies, the wavelength increases, which increases the range over which evanescent waves are significant. The more the field is affected by waves other than + x traveling waves, the less valid the error function is, and the less the calculated error function relates to the true gradient of intensity.
A final issue concerning intensity control is that of control actuator configuration dependence. For the configurations tested, it was found that there are no strong performance trends in using a force actuator, a moment actuator, or both. The control obtained using any of these configurations was found to be comparable.
v. CONCLUSIONS
The goals of this study were to develop, implement, and evaluate several algorithms for the adaptive vibration control of the total, instantaneous structural intensity in a beam. A measurement algorithm based on finite-difference schemes was developed for calculating the necessary partial derivatives in both space and time. A control algorithm based on the filtered-x algorithm was developed to minimize the structural intensity in the beam. The various intensity control schemes were evaluated relative to acceleration control by means of a downstream acceleration signal. Evaluation of the results from these tests lead to several conclusions. The first conclusion is that acceleration control was more effective with the error sensor in the far field than in the near field, which was predicted. Furthermore, with the error sensors positioned relatively far from the control actuators, controlling acceleration was more effective than controlling intensity, using the algorithms developed in this study. Although theory predicts that the two schemes should perform equally well, noise in the effective error signal degrades the effectiveness of the intensity control algorithm.
With the error sensors positioned relatively near to the control actuators, the attenuation achieved by controlling intensity was comparable to or greater than that achieved by controlling acceleration. It was predicted that this attenuation should always be greater when controlling intensity than when controlling acceleration. It is thought that the reasons for the degraded performance when controlling the intensity include the frequency dependence of the control schemes and numerical noise in the computation of the error function signal. Signal noise was a problem at all frequencies. This noise consists of electronic noise from the accelerometers and numerical noise from the finite-difference techniques.
